Abstract. This paper will construct augmented reality assembly system as the goal, the 3D reconstruction efficiency is low, the late recognition and perception problems, propose a scenario based reconstruction algorithm of video sequence, 3D sparse surface structure to recover the scene from image sequences, improve operational efficiency, ensure the accuracy and robustness of the reconstruction results. According to the characteristics of visual reconstruction noise, filtering method for filtering point clouds reconstruction using statistical outliers, filtering a large amount of noise without increasing the computational cost of many conditions, reduce the number of space and enhance the surface characteristics.
Introduction
Although the augmented reality technology is expected, it faces such problems as the reconstruction and expression of the unknown working scene, the real-time tracking of the scene sensor, the identification and perception of the scene target, etc. This paper focuses on how to recover the 3D surface structure of the scene from the two-dimensional image of the scene, which is called the three-dimensional reconstruction problem. It is the core problem in computer vision. Camera projection is a projective transformation from three-dimensional space to two-dimensional plane. Because of the information degradation, the 3D geometric structure cannot be obtained from the single image of the scene. To determine the exact location of the real space points from a single image, it is often said that the depth of this paper, to deal with such an inverse problem, given a number of images, how to find the corresponding feature points in the image, and then calculate the space position of the feature points, feature point set space for solving the will a scene point cloud.
Scene Reconstruction Process and Error Analysis
The reconstruction of 3D scene processing sequence of video key frame data, point cloud model to generate scenarios, mainly includes three steps: the first is the scene initialization by three key frame after solution; then add key frames, is an iterative process. Then the local cluster optimization, here to request waiting to join the characteristic solution and original characters together, realized in the video frame to rejoin the minimum error, convergence, the features can join the scene, realize the scene update. In order to improve the accuracy, global cluster optimization is taken as an optional operation, and global cluster optimization will take a great deal of time, but it can provide a very accurate result.
The data used in this paper is captured by monocular cameras, and is an ordered image frame. When the camera moves to smooth the slow speed, in the range of displacement is very small in the scene can obtain many image frames between adjacent image frames of the baseline is very narrow, and has a lot of baseline and scene reconstruction accuracy between image frames. In the computation of reconstruction, due to the narrow baseline of adjacent frames and higher overlap of images, a great deal of information redundancy will be caused. Moreover, the probability of narrow baseline error is relatively high. Therefore, it is necessary to select the appropriate key frame image, which can reflect the main features of the reconstructed scene, and the amount of information to be processed in the process of reconstruction is also controlled, and the accuracy of the reconstruction can be appropriately guaranteed. The computation of camera pose and scene structure is achieved by using point matching between these key frames. Select the key frame in the whole process is a complex process, from several aspects based on image and projection based on considerations: 1) better image quality, can guarantee to extract a sufficient number of characteristic points; 2) baseline distance new key frame and a key frame cannot be too small, there is error small cone.
Scene Point Cloud Reconstruction
Because it is not only related to local cluster optimization and the key frame, is also associated with the scene surface structure parameters, a good initial value calculation is a good reference for adding new key frame, can accelerate the convergence of cluster optimization. According to the theory of computer vision, the reconstruction of two key frames is uncertain, and the reconstruction of three key frames is greatly improved in accuracy and robustness. Therefore, at the beginning of the system reconstruction, three key frames are used as initial values to calculate and reconstruct the initial structure, and the updating of the scene reconstruction is realized by adding key frames.
At this stage, the relative coordinates of the three key frames and the 3D coordinates of the feature points of the key frames need to be calculated. The reliability of the calculation results will directly affect the structural reconstruction, and the initialization is as follows.
Initialization Refactoring
Assume that the initial three key frames for 0 
2 e is the pole coordinates, in polar constraints it can be obtained by solving the formula 1
If the internal number K is known, F can be converted to nature matrix E :
Nature matrix E can be decomposed into rotation matrix and the displacement vector of skew symmetric matrices, R and t . In actual solution, through constraint =1 R , can guarantee the refactoring point before the camera, solving the right 1 w c k P . In the same way, camera projection matrix 2 k I can be solved. First three key frame reconstruction after the initialization, reconstruction of scene contains only a small local space, as the camera moved to the new goal, new key frames and feature points are to be added to the scene, in order to generate a space that can cover larger collection point and the attitude of the camera.
The Addition of New Key Frames
This section calculate new key frames (represented by 1 I ), the image of the feature points in the space position. First in the last key frames (represented by 2 I ), based the characteristics that have been tracked, establish corresponding 2D-2D match list, these matching feature points of 3D information in the initialization phase or earlier to join in the key frames have been calculated. Posture for new key frames, commonly used 8 basis matrix [1] , can get a more accurate result, but this method is very sensitive to image noise, need very accurate characteristics. Good camera, the adoption of calibration within the projection of the known parameters, thus can use 5 point method to solve the basic matrix [2] , the noise is large can still provide an approximation to solve the initial value.
For key frames 1 I and 2 I , there is a corresponding relationships ( ) 
iT k p is the i'th row vector of projection matrix
is the seventh frame projection for three-dimensional space point. This is a redundant equations, can use direct linear transformation method DLT is obtained.
Point Cloud Filtering Method Based on Statistical Outliers
In the process of information point cloud computing, although local cluster has been optimized, scenic spot the error of cloud is too big, but if the field is in the final stage is to optimize global cluster. By camera calibration, image calibration, stereo matching and other steps in the influence of the deviation, even the global optimization of cluster point of error will inevitably produce (noise) and jumping larger point (point) distortion.
The existence of the noise made the scene reconstruction results are inaccurate, which affects the subsequent recognition and scene depth based on the application effect of scene recognition. So must be on the point cloud information filtering, to remove the noise of the great error in and find out possible distortion. Eliminate the noise in the point cloud is indispensable key steps in point cloud enhancement. Point cloud to voice goal mainly include: effectively remove contained in all kinds of noise in point cloud. In the point cloud becomes smooth and keep the geometric features on the surface of the scene; The algorithm has low time complexity.
Existing point cloud denoising method can be roughly divided into four groups [3] : fitting processing method based on partial differential equations, with building a first partial differential fitting point cloud said, and then based on this said anisotropic diffusion equation is constructed, and then to maintain the characteristics of the noise reduction; The method based on signal processing, introduces the signal processing technology of Laplacian operator to the processing of point cloud; Based on statistical method, will contain noise point cloud is defined as a global probability distribution function, and then move each point to have the position of the maximum likelihood to get smooth surface, so as to realize the denoising.
Scene reconstruction using SFM algorithm, because use the ordinary camera, an optical non-contact measuring devices, and thus the source of the noise produced several: l. were measured workpiece geometry, the arrangement of structure, lack of texture, stripes, roughness, environmental effects such as light [4] ; 2. The error of the measurement system itself exists, such as the resolution of the camera, distortion error, error is processed by the computer, the manufacturing precision of mechanical equipment, calibration error, the influence of factors such as the accuracy of the scale.
Original SFM point cloud has many characteristics, such as sparse, noise points forms, bring greater difficulties to design a practical noise eliminating algorithm. The most direct way is to use direct filter processing, is to specify a particular dimension execute a simple filter, remove the user within the specified range. But because of the point cloud relative to different perspectives are unknown, the point cloud data in the coordinate system of the coordinate parameters and their relationship is unknown, so it is difficult to specify a direct filter threshold to filter the SFM point cloud.
According to the noise condition of SFM point cloud, using the statistical method of outlier eliminating processing. As evaluation index, the method adopts the Mahalanobis distance is a can accurately find out the distribution of the noise in point cloud data of the statistical method, and use the concept of linear regression, which means it is using a covariance matrix and to find the average noise of the data distribution, which can eliminate the point in the data, make the SFM point cloud data can reflect the characteristics of the scene, to deal with point cloud data of the algorithm is more robust. SFM point cloud can be expressed as: x Mahalanobis distance is expressed as:
In order to verify the effect of noise filtering method, in this section, reconstruct the Herzjesu image sequences to noise filter for the object. In experiment, try to use direct filtering method based on threshold and the filter for filtering processing based on the diameter of the ball. Among them, the direct filtering method operation is simple and fast, within the specified range on point cloud, the rest directly. To specify the area of noise, need to know the point cloud represents the position of the object, because the attitude of the point cloud is unknown, so it is difficult to specify the worshiping of a direct filter to filter the SFM point cloud. And based on the ball diameter of filter, for each point, its tectonic setting a radius of a ball, according to the size of points of the ball inside to determine whether noise. This method under the condition of the smaller noise effect is very good, if the cloud point many, also need to consider the efficiency problem. Because of the noise is more, but the role of the two methods here are not obvious.
After a statistical outlier method to filter the processing result can reduce a lot of noise, field sites cloud contour shape is clearer. Statistical outliers and filtering method in addition to reduce the amount of point cloud data, also from the point of the clustering method to analyze and filter the noise, can largely enhance the surface structure of point cloud. But point cloud statistical outliers filtering method requires a good initial point cloud as a result, namely field spots cloud generated near the scene of the surface of the real structure, otherwise the effect of statistical filtering method is not obvious.
Conclusion
At first, this paper studied the scene 3D surface structure reconstruction based on video sequence, a local cluster optimization method is put forward, from scenic spatial point cloud, the current key frames cluster synthesis to a heavy projection error function, improve the efficiency of reconstruction; Secondly according to the characteristics of the noise of the SFM point cloud based on statistical method of outlier point cloud filtering method. Objects in the scene of 3D point cloud information, through to the field spots cloud clustering characteristics and noise characteristics were analyzed, and the use of statistical outliers filter for noise reduction processing field spots cloud data, eliminating the noise in the scene point cloud data points, distortion and the discrete points, in addition to reduce the amount of point cloud data, also can enhance the point cloud surface characteristics.
